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Rap music is that sort of music which can be produced in any rhythm with or without a beat but
provided it produces acceptable results. It has become a fashionable and stylish music to play.
Doubtfully, its field is divided among lyrics, song, prose and poetry. Rapping instrumentals are said
to be originated from the West Africa and Jamaica plus it is also known to be the originator of Celtic
music. Rap music instrumentals are the fastest spreading music instruments in todayâ€™s world. It was
not directly influenced by the Scottish and the Irish as all of its originators were African American.

In true form, itâ€™s believed that it have originated from America. American instrumentals like jazz, rock,
funk and many more were said to be originated from a mixture of the African music and the Celtic
music having a touch of Gaelic melodies. Same as the above instrumentals, It come under the
same category. It gives stress on vocal improvement, mouth music and rhythm.

Rap music instrumentals had a great hand in the hip hop culture improvisation. This music began to
be played it the street parties held in some particular area of New York in the late 1970s by the
Jamaicans and the other sorts. This laid the stepping stones for the variety and paved way for
authentic enjoyments in these sorts of parties. A â€œDance Floorâ€• was organised in these parties like
some sort of disco and had a â€œMaster Of Ceremoniesâ€• who would go up and control it and hail
encouragements with the DJ in the beats to excite the crowd for enjoyment while dancing. Finally,
this type of music came to be known as Rapping instrumentals when it became more complicated in
the form of the poetry formed vocally.

For Rappers, making the best rap beats is the most difficult job to do in a song. The most popular
rap beats are the ones that need not stick to a particular genre of music. Any sound can become a
beat, the only thing is to identify the best rap beats and edit them like in a track and re-play by track
adding and sound mixing through different softwares available in the market. The trick for making
your own rap is to be innovative with your beats and apply your thoughts and be creative. Best rap
beats can be made with your own innovation and applying your best thoughts and creativeness.
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